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Abstract. The THROHPUT code, which models transient thermohydraulic heat pipe behavior, is being incorporated into the CÆSAR computational physics development environment. The CÆSAR environment provides many beneficial features for enhanced model development, including levelized design unit testing, Design by Contract™ (Meyer, 1997), and literate programming (Knuth, 1992), in a parallel, object-based manner. The original THROHPUT code was developed as a doctoral thesis research code; the current emphasis is on making a robust, verifiable, documented, component-based production package. Results from the original code are included.

THE THROHPUT CODE

Heat pipes are structures that transport heat by the evaporation and condensation of a working fluid, giving them a high effective thermal conductivity. Many space-based uses for heat pipes have been suggested, and high temperature heat pipes using liquid metals as working fluids are especially attractive for these purposes. These heat pipes are modeled by the THROHPUT code (THROHPUT is an acronym for Thermal Hydraulic Response Of Heat Pipes Under Transients and is pronounced the same as the word “throughput”).

Summary Description of THROHPUT

The THROHPUT code provides a detailed model of the transient, thermohydraulic behavior of liquid metal heat pipes. Currently, it models homogeneous or composite wicks in a cylindrical heat pipe structure. The boundary conditions assumed are: a time-dependent heat input in the evaporator section, zero heat transfer at the outer wall in the adiabatic section, and radiative cooling to a specified ambient temperature in the condenser section. The user specifies the dimensions of the heat pipe and of the wick structure.

The THROHPUT code models the transport and exchange of all three phases of the working fluid (solid, liquid, and gas) and of a noncondensible gas. It considers axial and radial conduction, axial and radial convection, axial and radial phase change heat transfer (both evaporation/condensation and melting/freezing) and radiative heat transfer from the condenser section. It has a geometric model for the capillary pressure difference generated by the wick. To model all of these parameters, THROHPUT solves a system which consists of fifteen partial differential equations at each axial node. The associated algebraic system consequently has a block tridiagonal matrix structure with 15×15 blocks and a set of blocks for each node. The temporal scheme used is a fully-implicit scheme which iterates on the Jacobian matrix until convergence. A sophisticated time step control scheme is utilized.

Axial Model Equation Set

Currently, THROHPUT uses the area-averaged Navier-Stokes equations to model the behavior of the working fluid (solid, liquid and gas) and the noncondensible gas. Submodels are used to calculate the effects of interphasic transfer processes (Radial Model), diffusive terms, friction loss terms, state equations, the axial capillary force term, and the capillary pressure relationship (Surface Model). All of these submodels are formulated in such a way that they can be inserted into the Axial Model equation set and solved simultaneously, in a fully implicit manner.
The Axial Model equation set models the overall thermohydraulic behavior of the heat pipe system using fifteen separate equations at each node. These equations are:

**Continuity (Conservation of Mass) Equations**

Mixture of Gases (Working Fluid and Noncondensible) Continuity:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_m \rho_m) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_m \rho_m V_m) = \sum_{x=1,s} \Gamma_{xg} \tag{1}
\]

Noncondensible Continuity:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_m \rho_m X_n) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_m \rho_m X_n V_m) = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_m D_n^X \frac{\partial X_n}{\partial z} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_m D_n^\rho \frac{\partial \rho_m}{\partial z} \right) \tag{2}
\]

Liquid Continuity:

\[
\epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_l \rho_l) + \epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_l \rho_l V_l) = \sum_{x=g,s} \Gamma_{xl} \tag{3}
\]

Solid Continuity:

\[
\epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_s \rho_s) = \sum_{x=g,l} \Gamma_{xs} \tag{4}
\]

**Conservation of Internal Energy Equations**

Mixture of Gases (Working Fluid and Noncondensible) Internal Energy:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_m \rho_m U_m) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_m \rho_m U_m V_m) = -P_m \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_m V_m) + \frac{\partial \alpha_m}{\partial t} \right) \tag{5}
\]

\[
+ \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_m D_n^X (h_n - h_g) \frac{\partial X_n}{\partial z} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_m D_n^\rho (h_n - h_g) \frac{\partial \rho_m}{\partial z} \right) \\
+ \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_m k_m \frac{\partial T_m}{\partial z} \right) + \sum_{x=m,s} Q_{xm} + Q_{xg} \]

Liquid Internal Energy:

\[
\epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_l \rho_l U_l) + \epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_l \rho_l V_l) = -\epsilon_v P_l \left( \frac{\partial \alpha_l V_l}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \alpha_l}{\partial t} \right) \tag{6}
\]

\[
+ \epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_l k_l \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial z}) + \sum_{x=m,s,w} Q_{xl} + \sum_{x=g,s} Q_{xg} \]

Solid Internal Energy:

\[
\epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_s \rho_s U_s) = \epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_s k_s \frac{\partial T_s}{\partial z} \right) + \sum_{x=m,l,w} Q_{xs} + \sum_{x=g,l} Q_{xg} \tag{7}
\]

Wall Internal Energy:

\[
\rho_w c_p \frac{\partial T_w}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \alpha_w k_w \frac{\partial T_w}{\partial z} \right) + Q_{in} + \sum_{x=l,s} Q_{xw} \tag{8}
\]

**Conservation of Momentum Equations**

Mixture of Gases (Working Fluid and Noncondensible) Momentum:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_m \rho_m V_m) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_m \rho_m V_m^2) = -\alpha_m \frac{\partial P_m}{\partial z} - F_m V_m + \alpha_m \rho_m g_z \tag{9}
\]

Liquid Momentum:

\[
\epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\alpha_l \rho_l V_l) + \epsilon_v \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\alpha_l \rho_l V_l^2) = -\epsilon_v \alpha_l \frac{\partial P_l}{\partial z} - F_l V_l + \Delta P_{cap} \frac{\partial \alpha_l}{\partial z} + \epsilon_v \alpha_l \rho_l g_z \tag{10}
\]
Thermodynamic State Equations

Mixture of Gases (Working Fluid and Noncondensible) State:

\[ P_m = \rho_m T_m (X_n R_n + (1 - X_n) R_g) \]  

(11)

Liquid State:

\[ \rho_l = \rho_l (P_l, T_l) \]  

(12)

Solid State:

\[ \rho_s = \rho_s (T_s) \]  

(13)

Closure Equations

Volume Fraction Sum:

\[ \sum_{x=m,l,s} \alpha_x = 1 \]  

(14)

Capillary Pressure Relation:

\[ P_m - P_l = \mathcal{L}(\Delta P_{cap}(\alpha_m)) \]  

(15)

The system variables in these equations are: \( \rho_m, \rho_l, \rho_s, X_n, \alpha_m, \alpha_l, \alpha_s, P_m, P_l, V_m, V_l, T_m, T_l, T_s, T_w \) and are defined in the Radial Model. The interphase transfer terms \( (\Gamma_{xy}, Q_{xy}, Q^{T}_{xy}) \) are all functions of \( \rho_m, X_n, T_m, T_l, T_s, T_w \) and are defined in the Radial Model. A volume-based porosity has been included in the appropriate terms of the liquid and solid equations to account for the volume taken up by the wick structure. The internal energies of the phases are expressed in terms of the temperatures using other state equations in the final model. Boundary conditions for the Axial Model are simply the specification of zero velocity and zero heat flux on both ends of the heat pipe.

The axial model equation set is spatially discretized using a staggered mesh, with cell-boundary values for cell-centered properties being donored according to the appropriate velocity. The temporal discretization in THROHPUT is done in a fully implicit manner, resulting in a nonlinear equation which is solved via a Newton iteration. The Jacobian system matrix is block tridiagonal, which allows many terms to be differenced implicitly without significantly adding to the complexity of the solution scheme. Multiple Newton iterations are taken through the Jacobian system to solve the nonlinear system.

Radial Model

The Radial Model is used to determine the radial temperature distributions in the vapor core, wick and wall regions. In this model, a parabolic radial temperature distribution is assumed in each region, and the constants for the equations are related to the system variables in the Axial Model Equation Set given above. The Radial Model is then solved concurrently with the Axial Model.

Various boundary conditions and constraints on the average temperature are used in the model: Interphase mass and heat transfer between all of the phases is modeled. Melting and freezing are modeled with a discontinuous heat flux at the liquid-solid boundary. Evaporation and condensation are modeled using an evaporation rate derived from the kinetic theory of gases (modified to account for the presence of a noncondensible gas). Gas-solid mass transfer is modeled in a similar manner. Convective heat transfer at the liquid-vapor or solid-vapor interface is modeled. Through the solid and the heat pipe wall, heat transfer takes place by means of conduction. At the external wall boundary, a radiative heat flux condition is used. In the liquid, conduction and convection are both included in the model.

Surface Model

The heat pipe concept is based on the recirculation of the condensate liquid to the evaporator, which would be impossible without the capillary pressure head supplied by the wick. The capillary pressure relationship is therefore of utmost importance in heat pipe modeling. This relationship,

\[ P_m - P_l = \Delta P_{cap} = \frac{2\sigma}{r_c}, \]  

(16)
allows for axial counter flow of the liquid and the gas through the variation of $r_c$, the radius of curvature of the surface of the liquid-vapor interface.

In steady state, $r_c$ varies from a value of infinity, which represents a flat surface, in the condenser to a small value in the evaporator section. The radius of curvature is strictly tied to the amount of liquid present. There will be a flat surface, $r_c = \infty$, if there is enough liquid present to cover or overflow the wick. As the liquid recedes into the wick, the radius of curvature becomes smaller and smaller until it reaches the limiting value of the pore radius in the wick. This condition usually exists in the evaporator.

In order to make Equation 16 as implicit as possible, the radius of curvature is related to a system variable, the gas mixture volume fraction $\alpha_m$, using geometric arguments. The resulting equation is linearized to yield an implicit representation of the capillary pressure relationship that is included in the Axial Model Equation Set. For a full description of the wick surface model, see Hall (1991) or Hall (1988).

**Later Modifications to THROHPUT**

Early code runs demonstrated insufficient liquid return to the evaporator section, and the eventual dry-out of the evaporator section did not agree with experimental observations. One of the methods which was employed to counteract this problem was variation of the evaporation and condensation accommodation coefficients, but this alone was insufficient (Hall, 1988; Hall and Doster, 1990).

Further research into two areas yielded important information that made a significant impact on the modeling effort (Hall, Merrigan and Reid, 1994). First, research into experimental accommodation coefficient determination suggested that values closer to unity were appropriate for heat pipe conditions (Niknejad and Rose, 1981). Second, research into the possibility of liquid tension, or negative liquid pressure, produced several references which validated its physical existence via experimentation. Liquid tension was originally mentioned in Berthelot (1850), and later multiple references are given in Hayward (1970) and Apfel (1972). Also, negative liquid pressure in heat pipes is treated specifically in Kemme (1968) and Anderson (1993), and experiments using Alkali Metal Thermal to Electric Converter (AMTEC) cells are presented in Anderson (1992) and Anderson et al. (1993). Subsequent to this research, changes were made to the capillary pressure relationship in THROHPUT to allow negative liquid pressure.

The original THROHPUT code was developed with only one working fluid (lithium), one wall material (molybdenum) and one noncondensible gas (air). Adding new materials involves locating and incorporating functional forms for thermal conductivity, specific heat, density, enthalpy, internal energy, viscosity, molecular weight and critical point variables. With later modifications, the THROHPUT code can now model several working fluids (lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, mercury and silver), two wall materials (molybdenum and rhenium) and one noncondensible gas (air).

**Results**

With the aforementioned modifications to THROHPUT the calculated response to heat pipe transients has been greatly improved. In particular, the liquid return to the evaporator section has been enhanced to the extent that during reasonable transients it is no longer a consideration.

THROHPUT has been used to model the transient operation of a SPAR-8 heat pipe which was fabricated and tested at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Merrigan, Keddy and Sena, 1986). This heat pipe had an evaporator section of 0.4 m, an adiabatic section of 0.09 m, and an overall length of 4.0 m. It had an annular wick design and used lithium as a working fluid. The initial condition was a frozen solid state at 300 K.

Unfortunately, there is a fundamental problem associated with modeling this experiment: the only available data from the experiment is the heat output, rather than the heat input. Heat pipe modeling codes in general, and THROHPUT in particular, need the heat input as a boundary condition. There is no way to use the heat output, which has been integrated over the entire condenser section, as a boundary condition for the code — for one thing the distribution in space is unknown. For the heat input boundary condition, it is assumed that the heat flux is evenly distributed over the evaporator section, which is a reasonable assumption. However, a constant heat flux assumption in the condenser section would be gravely wrong, since partial length operation, with distinctly nonconstant temperature profiles, is the standard start-up behavior.
The approach taken in this paper is to use the experimental heat output as the heat input boundary condition for modeling purposes. This is certainly wrong, but short of multiple runs with guessed inputs iterating to match the known output, it is the best option available. In the following, both raw and “cooked” results from this methodology are shown.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the experimental measurements of the external wall temperature and the raw model results at three different times during the transient. At 2400 s, there is very good agreement between the experimental and calculated values. At later times, the calculated values seem to lag behind the experimental values. The probable cause for this behavior is the problem mentioned above, namely that the values used for the heat input to the THROHPUT code were actually the experimentally measured heat output values. Since there is a time lag between heat input and output, a corresponding time lag is caused by using the output values instead of the real input values.

One way to deal with the time lag problem in a heuristic manner is as follows: for both the experimental and THROHPUT model situations, calculate a time-integrated total heat output,

$$Q_{\text{int}}(t) = \int_0^t Q_{\text{out}}(t') \, dt'.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Then, for a given experimental time, determine the time in the THROHPUT model when the two $Q_{\text{int}}(t)$ values are equal. This technique assures that both experiment and calculation have output the same amount of heat from the condenser section of the heat pipe, but it is still fundamentally incorrect due to the different lengths of time seen by the model and the experiment. Using this heuristic technique, model-experiment agreement later in the transient is significantly improved (see Figure 2), but the good agreement early in the transient degrades.

Figure 3(a) shows the liquid and vapor pressures at the end of the modeled transient, 13,260 s (3.68 hrs). At this time in the model, the melt front is located roughly halfway down the length of the heat pipe, which is in partial length operation. On the condenser side of the melt front, all of the pressures are nearly zero, as the saturation pressure is almost zero at low temperatures. On the evaporator side of the melt front, a complete heat pipe cycle is in operation, with adequate liquid return to replenish the evaporative losses. Note that the liquid pressure gradient (and consequently liquid flow) would be non-existent without the ability to put the liquid in tension. The maximum tension in the liquid obtained here is $-150$ Pa. During transients that have been modeled to date,
the liquid pressure values have been calculated to be as low as $-10,000$ Pa, well within experimental observations and theoretical predictions.

The velocities of the liquid (multiplied by 10,000) and the vapor at 13,260 s are shown in Figure 3(b). The liquid velocity is negative, representing return flow toward the evaporator section. The vapor velocity curve is typical for heat pipes, increasing roughly linearly through the evaporator section, and then decreasing through the condenser section. The liquid velocity distribution is also consistent with expectations. Assuming that there is an approximate equilibrium in the mass flow rates of the vapor and liquid leads to a velocity ratio of 53,000, which is indeed the case.

## THE CÆSAR ENVIRONMENT

CÆSAR is a computational physics development environment; that is, it provides an environment where the physics of real systems can be modeled, by discretizing a set of partial differential equations on a mesh and solving the resultant algebraic system. It provides a consistent means of incorporating new methods of attacking computational physics problems. It is extensible – new equation sets, new discretizations, new meshes, new linear solvers, new communication libraries, etc., may be incorporated easily.

The emphasis in CÆSAR is on equation sets, discretizations, meshes, nonlinear solvers, and preconditioners, which are all incorporated into the basic CÆSAR structure. In contrast, linear solvers, communications libraries, mesh generators/partitioners, and visualization tools are generally included as external packages developed elsewhere.

CÆSAR is written in Fortran-90 (preprocessed by Gnu m4) in an object-based fashion, and probably comes as close to being object-oriented as is possible in Fortran-90. It has both parallel and serial versions, designed in from the start of the project. CÆSAR has a completely levelized design (Lakos, 1996); there are no dependency loops between classes or modules. It uses its own form of Design by Contract™ (Meyer, 1997) to verify the behavior of all procedures. CÆSAR uses extensive unit testing to certify all classes. It uses the ideas of literate programming (http://www.literateprogramming.com/) (Knuth, 1992) to generate documentation (in HTML, PostScript and PDF) from comments included in the code, via the Document Package (http://www.lanl.gov/Document). The
C\textsc{es}ar computational physics environment incorporates multiple mesh types, dimensionalities, and geometries. It supports multiple physics packages by allowing for different sets of partial differential equations.

\textbf{C\textsc{es}ar -- Throhput Integration}

The next step in the evolution of the Throhput Code is integration into the C\textsc{es}ar Environment. Positioning Throhput as a package under the C\textsc{es}ar aegis will allow it to make use of all of the lower level data structures and methods in C\textsc{es}ar. Additionally, Throhput will be able to take advantage of the software construction features of C\textsc{es}ar: object-based design, unit testing, levelized design, Design by Contract\textsuperscript{TM}, and documentation via literate programming.

After C\textsc{es}ar/Throhput integration is complete, research will be directed into modeling alternate wick geometries, such as axial groove and arterial wick designs. The Throhput code will continue to be used to predict heat pipe response to extreme transients, to analyze the merit of possible design alternatives, and to examine the sensitivity of heat pipe operation to physical phenomena.

\section*{Nomenclature}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
English: & Greek: \\
$D$ & $\alpha$ \hspace{1cm} Volume fraction [unitless] \\
$F$ & $\Gamma_{xy}$ \hspace{1cm} Mass transfer rate from $x$ to $y$ [kg/(m\textsuperscript{3}\cdot s)] \\
g & $\Delta P_{\text{cap}}$ \hspace{1cm} Capillary pressure difference, $P_m - P_l$ [Pa] \\
h & $\epsilon_w$ \hspace{1cm} Flow volume fraction in the wick [unitless] \\
k & $\rho$ \hspace{1cm} Density [kg/m\textsuperscript{3}] \\
$\mathcal{L}(f)$ & $\sigma$ \hspace{1cm} Liquid surface tension [N/m] \\
P & \hspace{1cm} \textit{Superscripts:} \\
$Q_{xy}$ & $X$ \hspace{1cm} Related to a mass fraction \\
$Q_{\text{int}}(t)$ & $\Gamma$ \hspace{1cm} Related to interphase transfer \\
$Q_{\text{out}}(t)$ & $\nu$ \hspace{1cm} Normal (to the surface) value \\
$r_c$ & $\rho$ \hspace{1cm} Related to a density \\
$t$ & \hspace{1cm} \textit{Subscripts:} \\
$T$ & $g$ \hspace{1cm} Working fluid gas value \\
$U$ & $l$ \hspace{1cm} Liquid value \\
$V$ & $m$ \hspace{1cm} Mixture value (gas and noncondensible) \\
$X$ & $n$ \hspace{1cm} Noncondensible value \\
z & $s$ \hspace{1cm} Solid value \\
& $w$ \hspace{1cm} Wall value \\
& $x, y$ \hspace{1cm} Arbitrary species \\
\end{tabular}
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